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UNIVERSITY OF NORTH BENGAL 
B.A. Honours 1st Semester Examination, 2021 

GE1-P1-BENGALI 

বাংলা সািহত  ও বাংলা ভাষার ইিতহাস 

Time Allotted: 2 Hours Full Marks: 60 

The figures in the margin indicate full marks. 
 

 িবভাগ-ক

১। িনmিলিখত য- কান চারিট  pে র উtর দাওঃ ৩×৪ = ১২
(ক) pকাশকাল অনুযায়ী kমাnেয় বি মচnd চে াপাধ ােয়র উপন াসgিলর নাম লখ।
(খ) বাংলা সািহেত  ‘ ভােরর পািখ’ কােক বলা হয় ? তাঁেক এই নাম দবার কারণ কী ?
(গ) sরস িত কােক বেল ? উদাহরণসহ এর pকারেভদgিলর নাম লখ।
(ঘ) ‘বৃtসংহার’ কােব র লখক ক ? এিট কী জাতীয় gn ? এই gেn কােক নায়ক rেপ বণনা করা 

হেয়েছ ? 
(ঙ) ‘ জাড়কলম’ কী ? এ জাতীয় শেbর িতনিট উদাহরণ দাও।
(চ) ‘নীলদপণ’ নাটেকর রচিয়তা ক ? এই নাটক রচনার pkাপেট বিণত তদানীnন kষক সমােজর 

কান ্  িচt pিতফিলত হেয়েছ ? 
  

 িবভাগ-খ
২। িনmিলিখত য- কান চারিট  pে র উtর দাওঃ ৬×৪ = ২৪

(ক) যুগসিnর কিব িহসােব ঈ রgেpর কাব pিতভার মূল ায়ন কর।
(খ) িগিরশচnd ঘােষর পৗরািণক নাটকgিলর নাম লখ ও তাঁর একিট pিতিনিধsানীয় পৗরািণক নাটেকর 

সংিkp পিরচয় দাও। 
(গ) টীকা লখঃ 

 আরণ ক, পুtল নােচর ইিতকথা । 
(ঘ) টীকা লখঃ 

 sরভিk, অিপিনিহিত, লাকিনrিk। 
(ঙ) রামেমাহন রায় সািহিত ক িছেলন না, তবু বাংলা গদ  সািহেত  তাঁর অেনক অবদান আেছ — িবষয়িট 

পযােলাচনা কর। 
(চ) বাংলা নাটক রচনার ইিতহােস মধুসূদন দেtর অবদান উেlখ কর।
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 িবভাগ-গ 

৩। িনmিলিখত য- কান dিট  pে র উtর দাওঃ ১২×২ = ২৪
(ক) রখািচেtর সাহােয  বাংলা ভাষার উdেবর ইিতহাস িববতৃ কর।
(খ) বাংলা ছাটগl রচনার ধারায় রবীndনাথ ঠাkেরর kিতt িবচার কর।
(গ) বাংলা উপভাষা কয়িট ? অ লেভেদ উপভাষাgিলর নাম লখ ও ‘কামrপী’ উপভাষার িনতািttক 

ও rপতািttক বিশ  লখ। 
(ঘ) ফাট উইিলয়াম কেলজ pিত ার pাথিমক উেdশ  িক িছল ? এই কেলেজ িবিভn সমেয় চিচত বাংলা 

গেদ র পিরচয় দাও। 
 

——×—— 
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UNIVERSITY OF NORTH BENGAL 
B.A. Honours 1st Semester Examination, 2021 

 GE1-P1-EDUCATION 

Time Allotted: 2 Hours Full Marks: 60 

The figures in the margin indicate full marks. 

Candidates should answer in their own words and adhere to the word limit as practicable. 

All symbols are of usual significance. 

 The question paper contains GE-1A and GE-1B. 

The candidates are required to answer any one from the two courses.  

Candidates should mention it clearly on the Answer Book. 

 

 GE-1A 

LIFELONG LEARNING AND EDUCATION 

 

 GROUP-A  

 Answer any four questions from the following 3×4 = 12 

1. What do you mean by Adult Education?  
   

2.  Mention any three characteristics of lifelong learning.  

   
3. Write three importance of adult education.  

   

4. Name any three Govt. agencies providing adult education in India.  

   
5. What is NAEP?  

   

6. Write any three differences between lifelong education and distance education.  
   

 GROUP-B  

 Answer any four questions from the following 6×4 = 24 

7. Define Lifelong Education. Explain the objectives of lifelong education. 3+3 

   

8. Explain the characteristics and objectives of adult education. 3+3 

   

9. Explain in brief the historical development of lifelong education in India. 6 
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10. Discuss the historical background of National Adult Education Program in India. 6 

   

11. Discuss the major constraints in Adult Education. 6 

   

12. Explain the role of Government in Adult Literacy Program. 6 
   

 GROUP-C  

 Answer any two questions from the following 12×2 = 24 

13. Discuss the various methods of teaching in lifelong learning.  

   

14. Discuss the growth of Lifelong Learning in Post-Independent India.  

   

15. Discuss the functions of Lifelong Learning.  

   

16. Explain the National Adult Education Program.  

   
 

OR 
 

   

 GE-1B 

GENDER AND SOCIETY IN EDUCATIONAL CONTEXT 

 

 GROUP-A  

 Answer any four questions from the following 3×4 = 12 

1. What do you mean by Gender and Sex?  
   
2. Give three examples or instances of Gender Discrimination in Educational 

Institution. 

 

   
3. Write the concept of Gender Identity in society.  
   
4. What do you mean by co-education and single-sex schooling?  
   
5. What are the three types of Gender in society?  
   
6. Write three significance of Gender concept in society.  

   

 GROUP-B  

 Answer any four questions from the following 6×4 = 24 

7. Explain the concept of gender stereotype in society with examples.  
   
8. How can you explain the concept of Gender Discrimination in society?  
   

9. What do you mean by attitudes towards Gender?  
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10. Explain the characteristics of girl-friendly school.  

   

11. Explain the gender inequality in educational institution.  

   

12. Explain the role of teachers in gender sensitization.  
   

 GROUP-C  

 Answer any two questions from the following 12×2 = 24 

13. How gender is presented in the curriculum and text books?  

   

14. Discuss the concept of gender dynamics.  

   

15. How can you manage gender discrimination in society?  

   

16. Discuss the dynamics of gender in the classroom with reference to co-education 

and single-sex school. 

 

 
——×—— 
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UNIVERSITY OF NORTH BENGAL 
B.A. Honours 1st Semester Examination, 2021 

GE1-P1-ENGLISH 

SELECTIONS FROM INDIAN LITERATURE 

Time Allotted: 2 Hours Full Marks: 60 

The figures in the margin indicate full marks. 

1. Answer any three questions from the following: 10×3 = 30 

(a) Attempt a critical appreciation of ‗The Golden Boat‘ by Rabindranath Tagore.  

(b) Discuss the use of nature imagery in the poem of Tagore in your syllabus.  

(c) Discuss Kamala Das as a feminist poet with reference to the poem on your 

syllabus. 

 

(d) Attempt a critical analysis of the poem ‗An Introduction‘ by Kamala Das.  

(e) Comment on the use of myth and folktale in ‗Nagamandala‘.  

(f) Comment on the representation of Rani in Girish Karnad‘s ‗Nagamandala‘.  

   

2. Answer any four questions from the following: 5×4 = 20 

(a) What does the ‗golden paddy‘ signify?  

(b) What is the mood of the speaker in the opening lines of ―The Golden Boat‖?  

(c) What is the central idea of the poem ―The Golden Boat‖?  

(d) ―Why not leave me alone‖– Who says so and to whom? Explain the significance 

of the quote. 

 

(e) ―I was a child, and later they told me I grew…‖— Who is ‗I‘ here? Who are 

‗they‘ here? Why do they consider that the referred person has grown up? 

 

(f) ―I too call myself I‖— Who is ‗I‘ here? Explain the significance of the above line.  

(g) Why did Rani pour the curry into the ant hill in ‗Nagamandala‘?  

(h) What is the climax of ‗Nagamandala‘?  

(i) What happens when Rani is tried for adultery in ‗Nagamandala‘?  

   

3. Answer any one of the following: 10×1 = 10 

(a) Discuss the theme of marginalization in ‗Coolie‘.  

(b) Consider ‗Coolie‘ as a picaresque novel.  

 
——×—— 
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UNIVERSITY OF NORTH BENGAL 
B.A. Honours 1st Semester Examination, 2021 

GE1-P1-HISTORY 

Time Allotted: 2 Hours Full Marks: 60 

The figures in the margin indicate full marks. 

 CATEGORY-I  

 Answer any four questions from the following 3×4 = 12 

1.   Write a short note on Indus seals. 3 

   

2. Define ‘Godhana’. 3 

    

3. What do you mean by the term ‘Stridhana’? 3 

   

4. What is the ‘Four Noble Truth’ in Buddhism? 3 

   

5. Write a short note on ‘Sixteen Mahajanapadas’. 3 

   

6. What is the historical significance of Kautilya’s Arthasastra? 3 

   

 CATEGORY-II  

 Answer any four questions from the following 6×4 = 24 

7. Discuss the importance of numismatic sources. 6 

   

8. Briefly discuss the important features of the Harappan town planning. 6 

   

9. What was the position of women in the Rig Vedic society? 6 

   

10. Describe the methods adopted by Ashoka for the spread of his ‘Dhamma’. 6 

   

11. What do you know about the scientific achievements of the Guptas? 6 

   

12. Give an account of the organization of ‘Guild’ during the Gupta period. 6 
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CATEGORY-III 

 

 Answer any two questions from the following 12×2 = 24 

13. Write an essay on the importance of literary sources for the study of Ancient 

Indian History. 

12 

   

14. Analyse the various factors that brought about the end of Indus Valley 

Civilization. 

12 

   

15. Discuss the socio-economic life of the people in the Rig Vedic Age. 12 

   

16. Form an estimate of Samudragupta as a statesman and an empire builder. 12 

 ——×——  
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UNIVERSITY OF NORTH BENGAL 
B.A. Honours 1st Semester Examination, 2021  

GE1-P1-PHILOSOPHY 

Time Allotted: 2 Hours Full Marks: 60 

The figures in the margin indicate full marks. 

 SECTION-I  

1.   Answer any four questions from the following: 3×4 = 12 

(a) What does the term-Āstika and Nāstika mean in Indian Philosophy? 3 

(b) Why are the Cārvāka Philosophers called Hedonists? 3 

(c) What is the meaning of ‘Darśana’? Explain. 3 

(d) Give the definition of Sattvaguṇa according to Sāṁkhya. 3 

(e) What is called ‘Nirvāna’ according to Buddhism? 3 

(f) What is Bhavacakra according to Buddhism? 3 

   

 SECTION-II  

2. Answer any four questions from the following: 6×4 = 24 

(a) Explain in brief the concept of Liberation (Mukti) in Indian Philosophy. 6 

(b) Discuss about First and Second Noble Truth of Buddhism.  6 

(c) What is prakṛti according to Sāṁkhya? What are the proofs for the existence of 

Prakṛti? 

2+4 

(d) Is Indian Philosophy pessimistic? Discuss. 6 

(e) State and explain the Eight-fold path (Aṣtāṅgika Mārga) admitted in Buddhism. 6 

(f) Write a note on the Cārvāka Ethics. 6 

   

 SECTION-III  

3. Answer any two questions from the following: 12×2 = 24 

(a) What are the Guṇas of Prakṛti? Explain the characteristic features of them. 3+9  

(b) Explain the derivative meaning of the term ‘Pratityasamutpāda’. Discuss the 

Buddhist notion of causality in the light of this theory.   

4+8  

(c) What are the proofs for the existence of Puruṣa according to Sāṁkhya? Is Puruṣa 

one or many? 

8+4  

(d) Is body considered as Self (Ātman) according to the Cārvāka? Discuss. 12 

 ——×——  
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UNIVERSITY OF NORTH BENGAL 
B.A. Honours 1st Semester Examination, 2021 

GE1-P1-POLITICAL SCIENCE 

Time Allotted: 2 Hours Full Marks: 60 

The figures in the margin indicate full marks. 

 The question paper contains two papers PAPER-I and PAPER-II 

The candidates are required to answer any one from two papers. 

Candidates should mention it clearly on the Answer Book. 

 

 PAPER-I 

(Reading Gandhi) 

 

 GROUP-A  

 Answer any two questions of the following 12×2 = 24 

1. Critically evaluate the representation of Gandhi in popular culture. 12 
   
2.  Briefly examine the concept of ‘Swaraj’ as discussed by Gandhiji in ‘Hind 

Swaraj’. 

12 

   
3. Write a note on Gandhi’s view on untouchability. 12 
   
4. Evaluate Gandhi’s critique of modernity. 12 
   

 GROUP-B  

 Answer any four questions of the following 6×4 = 24 

5. Highlight Gandhi’s views on Religious Tolerance. 6 
   
6. Write a note on Gandhi’s concept of freedom. 6 
   
7. Discuss Passive Resistance as prescribed by Mahatma Gandhi. 6 
   
8. Examine Mahatma Gandhi’s views on Modern India. 6 
   
9. Discuss Gandhi’s view on state. 6 
   
10. How did Gandhiji influence the struggle against apartheid? 6 
   

 GROUP-C  

11. Write short notes on any four of the following: 3×4 = 12 

(a) Communal Unity  

(b) Influences on Gandhi  
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(c) Satyagraha  

(d) Gandhi’s view on ‘ends’ and ‘means’  

(e) Gandhi’s concept of ‘Harijan’  

(f) Sarvodaya.  

   

 PAPER-II 

(Feminism) 

 

 GROUP-A  

 Answer any two questions of the following 12×2 = 24 

1. Critically discuss the liberal feminist tradition. 12 
   
2.  Discuss the different waves of feminism. 12 
   
3. Analyze the position of women in India. 12 
   
4. Discuss the origin and evolution of feminism in USA. 12 
   

 GROUP-B  

 Answer any four questions of the following 6×4 = 24 

5. What role does patriarchy play in respect to feminist theory? 6 
   
6. Distinguish between the ‘visible’ and ‘invisible’ work. 6 
   
7. Write a note on Radical Feminism. 6 
   
8. Differentiate between productive and reproductive labour. 6 
   
9. Discuss the basic tenets of Dalit feminism. 6 
   
10. Examine the contribution of Mary Wollstonecraft. 6 
   

 GROUP-C  

11. Write short notes on any four of the following: 3×4 = 12 

(a) Black feminism  

(b) Underpaid and paid work  

(c) Eco-feminism  

(d) Sexual Division of Labour  

(e) Post-Modern Feminism  

(f) Gender Relations in Family.  

 ——×——  
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UNIVERSITY OF NORTH BENGAL 
B.A. Honours 1st Semester Examination, 2021 

GE1-P1-SANSKRIT 

Time Allotted: 2 Hours Full Marks: 60 

The figures in the margin indicate full marks. 
 

 
 UNIT-I 

1. Answer any three questions of the following: 6×3 = 18
 (a) Join and disjoin the Sandhi any six of the following: 

(i) ije $ _r%] (ii) egk $ vkS’k/ke~] (iii) cks/k $ mn;%]  (iv) eul~ $ bZ’kk] 

(v) Hkks $ vue~] (vi) lnSo] (vii) e/ofj%] (viii) izstrs] (ix) vR;kpkj% A 

1×6 = 6

(b) Decline any six of the following: 1×6 = 6
 (i)  eqfu in lIreh cgqopuA 

 (ii)  yrk in iचeh ,dopuA 

 (iii)  nf/k in rr̀h;k ,dopuA 

 (iv)  fir ̀in f}rh;k cgqopuA 

 (v)  xqf.ku~ in prqFkhZ ,dopuA 

 (vi) _d~ in rr̀h;k ,dopuA 

 (vii)  efr in ‘k’Bh ,dopuA 

 (viii) vLen~ in f}rh;k cgqopuA 

 (ix)  vkReu~ in iचeh ,dopuA 

(c) Conjugate any six of the following: 1×6 = 6

 (i)  fy[k~ in yV̀~ mÙkeiq#’k cgqopuA 

 (ii)  iB~ in yksV~ e/;eiq#’k ,dopuA 

 (iii)  LFkk in y³~ izFkeiq#’k cgqopuA 

 (iv)  on~ in yksV~ mÙkeiq#’k f}opuA 

 (v)  xe~ in fof/kfy³~ e/;eiq#’k f}opuA 

 (vi)  lso~ in y³~ e/;eiq#’k cgqopuA 
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 (vii)  n”̀k~ in yksV~ izFkeiq#’k f}opuA 

 (viii) Ñ in y³~ mÙkeiq#’k cgqopuA 

 (ix)  vl~ in yV̀ e/;eiq#’k ,dopuA 

(d) Account for the case-endings any three of the following underlined words: 2×3 = 6

 (i)  ;kxk; ;kfr czkã.k%A 

 (ii)  nhua izfr n;ka dq#A 

 (iii)  ;osH;ks xka okj;frA 

 (iv)  p{kq’kk dk.k% ckyd%A 

 (v)  okrk; dfiyk fo|qr~A 

  
 UNIT-II 

2. Answer any one question of the following: 12×1 = 12
(a) Write a detail note on the Secular Hymns in ṚgVeda. 

(b) Write a detail note on six Vedangas of the Vedic literature. 

  

3. Write short notes on any four of the following: 3×4 = 12
 xksiFkczkã.ke~( _f’kdk( izkfr”kk[;e~( lk;’kkpk;Z%( vkj.;de~( o`gÌsork( ikf.kuh;f”k{kkA 

  

 UNIT-III 

4. Answer any one of the following: 12×1 = 12
(a) Compare and contrast between the characters of  vulw;k and fiz;aonk in the drama 

vfHkKku”kdqUrye~A 

(b) Describe the departure of Sakuntala from the hermitage of Kanva as shown in the 
drama vfHkKku”kdqUrye~A 

  

5. Translate into English or Bengali any one of the following verses: 6×1 = 6
(a) u [kyq u [kyq ck.k% lfUuikR;ks·;efLeu~ 

ènqfu èx”kjhjs rqyjk”kkfookfXu%। 
Do or gfj.kdkuka thfora pkfryksya 

Do p fuf”krfuikrk otzlkjk “kjkLrs॥ 

(b) vFkksZ fg dU;k ijdh; ,o 

rkek| laizs’; ifjxzghrq%। 
tkrks eek;a fo”kn% izdkea 

izR;fiZrU;kl bokUrjkRek॥ 
 vFkok 
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(a) eqäs’kq jf”e’kq fujk;riwoZdk;k 

fu’dEipkejf”k[kk fuHkr̀ks/oZd.kkZ%। 
vkReks)rSjfi jtksfHkjyघuh;k 

/kkoUR;eh ex̀tok{ke;so jF;k%॥ 

(b) “kqJw’kLo xq#u~ dq# fiz;l[khof̀Ùka liRuhtus 

HkrZqfoZizÑrkfi jks’k.kr;k ekLe izrhia xe%। 
Hkwf;’Ba Hko nf{k.kk ifjtus HkkX;s’ouqr~lsfduh 

;kUR;soa x̀fg.khina ;qor;ks okek% dqyL;k/k;%॥ 
  

 ——×—— 
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UNIVERSITY OF NORTH BENGAL 
B.A. Honours 1st Semester Examination, 2021  

GE1-P1-SOCIOLOGY 

Time Allotted: 2 Hours Full Marks: 60 

The figures in the margin indicate full marks. 

 The question paper contains GE1A and GE1B. 

The candidates are required to answer any one from the two courses.  

Candidates should mention it clearly on the Answer Book. 

 

 GE1A 

GENDER AND VIOLENCE 

 

 GROUP-A  

 Answer any two of the following questions 12×2 = 24 

1. What is violence? What are the reasons behind violence against women? 12 

   

2. Write a note on caste-based atrocities against women. 12 

   

3. Explain the reasons behind the continuing dowry problem in India. 12 

   

4. Write a note on the Constitutional provisions for protecting the women from 

violence. 

12 

   

 GROUP-B  

 Answer any four from the following in short 6×4 = 24 

5. What are the types of domestic violence that the Indian women face? 6 

   

6. Write a note on the psychological violence. 6 

   

7. Write a note on sexual harassment at work place. 6 

   

8. Distinguish sex from gender. 6 

   

9. What is physical abuse? 6 

   

10. Discuss gender-bias in family. 6 

   

 GROUP-C  

11. Define / explain any four of the following: 3×4 = 12 

(a) Women trafficking  

(b) Economic violence  

(c) Cyber violence  
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(d) Child marriage  

(e) Eve-teasing  

(f) Gender equality.  

   

 GE1B 

SOCIOLOGY OF EDUCATION 

 

 GROUP-A  

 Answer any two of the following questions 12×2 = 24 

1. Discuss the nature and scope of sociology of education. 12 

   

2. Write a note on Pierre Bourdieu’s Theory of reproduction of inequality in the 

field of education. 

12 

   

3. What do you understand by equal educational opportunity? Discuss the 

Constitutional provisions for equal educational opportunity for all in India. 

4+8=12 

   

4. Discuss the nature of discriminations the girls face in the field of education in 

India. 

12 

   

 GROUP-B  

 Answer any four from the following 6×4 = 24 

5. Discuss the role of education as a means to socialization. 6 

   

6. What are the social determinants of education? 6 

   

7. Discuss the importance of text learning. 6 

   

8. Point out the objectives of Sarva Shiksha Mission. 6 

   

9. Discuss the provisions for Right to Education. 6 

   

10. Discuss the problem of school dropout in India. 6 

   

 GROUP-C  

11. Define / explain any four of the following: 3×4 = 12 

(a) Informal education  

(b) Adult education  

(c) Gender-inclusive school  

(d) Gender sensitization  

(e) Vocational schools  

(f) Mass literacy.  

 
——×—— 

 

 


